
 

 

CROSSING-Interview with Wonder, Cape Town 

 

I) What comes to mind when you hear the expression “crossing the threshold”? 

Interesting, seems like an obstacle I have to get over. It’s like an obstacle where it seems 

like I should get on the other side of.  

 

Do you have some experiences of thresholds in your life? 

Puh. Obstacles that I have? I think the whole life is about obstacles that one has to get over. 

My work relates to these kind of obstacles you know, I set out for something and 

something gets into the way. I rely on mistakes to move it a little bit or experiences to get 

on the other side of something. This is what comes to my mind when thinking about 

threshold. I don’t think I understand threshold . 

 

What about borders? 

Yes exactly, borders for certain. Yeah they can be individual, invisible. I can’t think of a 

serious thresholds that I had to cross, I think I am always crossing borders.  

 

II) And what do you think about the phenomenon of fear? Where does it come from? What is it 

good for? 

 

Fear as a tool or fear as a… 

 

Both 

When am I afraid? I think fear is always invested in insecurities. It comes from insight ...puh...I 

haven’t been afraid in a long time actually. 

 

Really? 



 

 

Yea, not physically and not emotionally afraid. I haven’t been in a position where I have to 

deal with being afraid of something or not. Yes I live in this crazy place called South Africa, 

fear is a big investment in our societies, fear of coming out by the door, car might drive me 

over,  might get robbed. This kind of fear, yes I don`t give them a consequence. But yeah 

fear is a phenomenon that’s in our life’s. I don’t pay much attention to them. 

 

But it is an issue for society to have power over people 

Oh yeah. Society is tricky, I mean if you speak in the whole, in the numbers, I cannot justify 

an answer you know...and I am often like to think that I live outside society. Society exists, I 

am always taking myself a little bit apart from society. I am not really communal.  Yes I am 

friendly and I can be with people, but I don’t live in a community which represents me, or I 

think they don´t. Yes and my background is also very complicated. I am known as a person 

of color, or colored person, and this in a sense is a society in itself, not something that I 

would say I am. But If I want to be understood and If I want to say “yes this is where I am 

from” I have to use the term in order to make someone understand at least where I am 

from, or what language I am speak or what social political consequence put me in. But I 

would not give those titles to myself. I think I am a person first. Than I am all the other 

things.  

 

Maybe you could describe, what do you think about identities? 

 

(laughs) Yes the same. Yes the same realm of answer. I am afraid of this consequence of 

identity, that I have an identity which I can either say sophistically “This is who I am.” . I 

always think I am a person before I am in my skin. I am first me as a person, than I am a 

colored person, or socially correct person of color, than I am an artist, than I do other 

things. But first I am a person. Identity in terms of skin ...yeah interesting that you put those 

questions together. The fear... I am afraid to put that kind of thing into perspective.  



 

 

 

But do you think there is a correlation between being connected with the world and having fear 

or being free of fear? So that this phenomenon of being connected has a kind of consequence of 

being afraid or not 

 

Oh yes...I can agree with communities when fear ignites by fear. Communities can live in it, 

you can find structure in fear. But I am never that afraid. I am never that afraid. 

 

III) Was there any experience in your life, which opens you to your very own art practice? Opens 

you to be an artist? 

Probability, possibility, that means that I can wake up in the morning is my possibility. I 

always think that is my biggest power. The fact that I am alive. The fact that I am possible. 

That I have another chance in the morning to get up and do what I do. This is the chance I 

have. 

 

But was there any special day, any special moment, where you had the idea or you suddenly 

were sure “I am an artist. I have to do this. I have to paint”  

(laughs) Puh ...I think it is day by day...day by day. You know as long as I can do what I do 

and I say yes. 

 

But why did you start it? 

(laughs) Yeah what´ s the reason? I am not quite clear. I was hungry at some point. But 

hungry in another sense. I was hungry for food. I was jobless and I stayed in the mountain. I 

had to eat.  This was the road into my art practice. I ended up in a church which gives 

people soup and it was a soup kitchen alongside an art practitioner and this was my first 

experience with making art. But I didn’t went there to make art. I went there because I was 

hungry and people were fighting in the cue, they were high on glue or something and I 



 

 

thought “Oh no I am not gonna stand in this queue”.  So instead of going that direction I 

went to draw and this was my first ever experience of having to draw something and there 

was a women involved, Sarah Campbell which is a known artist, who asked me “do you 

want to draw? Or do you want to stay with them and fight over the food?” and I said  “I 

would rather be here until they are gone. And this was my first experience with actually 

pick up a pencil and put something to image on a piece of paper. But hunger was the first 

motivation. It was not in my concept that I wanted to be an artist one day. And in my 

family I don’t have anybody that went this direction, that was an artist or musician or free 

thinker, I think I am the first in my family. So it was never a question of what would I do if I 

would become an artist or even if I would become an artist I wasn’t sure that particular 

day. But the church had a fundraiser which invited like minded people and yes a gallerist 

walked through the door and saw the work…  (Today I say work. Before I could not. You 

know, terminology came also with experience) - …and saw my little drawings and thought 

that I had something to go for. She said it in this way:“You should be an artist. You should 

try and practice a little bit more”. Yeah and introduced me to the  “outreach funding” (?) 

which I share today.  The same fund seventeen years ago which helped me have my first 

exhibition. I am the share (?) for this particular fund today, the “outreach fund”?, and I feel 

that I am very strong in the fund because I have this background how I come to utilise the 

fund. So first I was hungry...yes… 

 

 

 

 

IV) And now is there any special precondition or preparation you have to do or are doing before 

you start your own art...before you start painting? 

Walking. I walk. And I deal with images which are actual, they exist.  A chair, a tree. These 

are the things that are valuable in my work. I like to see things that I paint, they have to 



 

 

exist of course I manipulate things but I like to actually see the thing that I am going to 

approach. My subjects matters want to be actualities, they want to be in time. I don’t like to 

work from photographs. Yes. This I don’t like to do. I like the things to exist and than I add 

and manipulate as I go along. 

 

And this walking is your kind of ritual before you can start. That you are in the mood or in the 

situation in that you can work? 

I am mostly in the mood. I mostly can work. I like the time for it. Mostly I spend three 

hours concentrated. Yes I do a lot of things for those three hours. So I walk a little bit. Yes. 

Just to motivate my mind a little bit. Than I come, I prepare everything, put the pens where 

their are, ideas that are already in my head. Than I work for three hours, very concentrated. 

Than I can sleep and do the same process again. Go for a walk. Refresh again my soul. But I 

don’t have a method that I can say “this is how I work”.  

 

V) And do you have the feeling of something like a gap or a rift between you and the world. Or 

yourself and your art? Or your way of painting has a special way to deal with this experience, 

with this feeling of having this ‘wound’ inside yourself. Do you know this feeling?  

No 

 

No. So your normal state is to be connected. Because you had this feeling of living in the 

mountain. You had a possibility to overwin this wound? 

 

I would not say that I was wounded. What took me to the forest was that I was searching 

very much for myself. I lived in the township with my brother who was practicing panel 

spraying, spray painting and this is a profession which I quite know. I know it very well. But 

it was his thing and he set up a little space at home which we were working from. And of 

course it was his thing and at one point I asked myself “what is mine?” you know? what can 



 

 

I say is actually mine? I was working for my brother.  And the question came up-  I was 29 

years old and I started asking myself  “So what is yours? What would you say is your thing?” 

And yes I had no idea, I had no complete Idea. I left one morning 4:00 a clock. I wrote him 

a letter : “listen”(laughs)  It’s bizzar..."Listen I don’t know what I am doing but the moment I 

know I will let you know.”  This is how I left. Yes and I left, I tried to leave before, but he 

stopped me and I jumped over the fence...it was very early ...very early.  

 

That was a threshold., this fence. 

I jumped over the fence. Not to wake him. Not to disappoint him. I left him this letter. I 

took the first train to town and I ended up on the street of course because I had no plan. 

There was no structural plan as to what I want. I just knew I had to get out of the 

township. I was drunk by 11 a clock. There was drugs all around. And yes I just got 

consumed by this and left very early and I really had no idea in the top on the street for 

two weeks and than I realized I had to sleep and I could not trust anybody to sleep just 

there in the street. That’s when I walked to the mountain.  

 

There was no romantic thinking of  „I want to be close to nature”. No... It was an escape. 

It was an escape of course. I wanted to be safe and not part of what was going on on the 

street. Yes, walked over Signal Hill and ended up at the top of  Lion´s Head.  Yes, the next 

morning I was there. I am good, I am safe. Nothing has happened, I think. I stayed there for 

a little while. 

Five years  

And then I piloted everything out of this particular place. The mountain became true, yeah, 

it became a sacred place so to speak. It was the first time that I ever said to myself „Listen, 

you have to have to get up, you have to find a job, you have to become responsible for 

yourself.“ It was my first experience with responsibility, that I had. To put responsibility on 

me. That I have to be responsible for the things that I am going to need, like eating, candles, 



 

 

whatever I was doing in the forest. And then it became quite homely. I became quite 

physically and mentally strong within myself.  And another one of those interesting 

experiences was I met a Sangoma in the forest which was living a little bit further, 20 min 

away from me, and he was staying there already more than 10 years. And we started a 

relationship, we started a relationship in medicine, in healing. And so we would go on walks 

and he would locate certain medicines which I need to clean my body with, clean my brain 

with. And I am still using some of this medicines today and i am still friends with him. We 

saw us yesterday. Yes and still than I was not an artist yet. I was not practicing yet, the 

whole thing with the soup kitchen came a little bit later. That happened five years within 

my stay. And on one of these walks I picked even up pencils, creons, and I started to draw 

in the forest, and after a while I had a studio in the forest. I carried up a couch. It was crazy.  

And I sold my first art work in the forest, to an Irish guy for seventeen rand. I even framed 

it myself, the frame was picked up. I could not put a price to it, I could not even think that I 

would get payed for it. But the guy bought the work. He came on a walk and he got lost 

and he accidentally walked into me and I could make him a tea in the forest. I offered him a 

tea and we set there. Yes Richard from Ireland, I remember him. Very tall guy actually. 

Bought a painting for seventeen rand actually. And immediately I had money in my pocket 

and I had to buy something and I ran down the forest and I ran again into him.  Yeah and 

my first exhibition I carried out of the forest. Strange place of a close friend but nobody 

come, nothing happens, it was a nice exercise. The paintings wasn’t formulated yet.  Today I 

can say they were exercises in a direction which I wasn’t sure I was really taking at the time.  

And what was the next interesting thing: Greatmore Studios. I than applied to Tupelo 

workshop. I was still staying in the forest and I went on to my first international workshop 

and met professional artist for the first time, people who were working in the field and I 

had good mentors. People thought that I was the artist before anything else. 

 

Mhm. Because you had an experience 



 

 

And I met really good people. Helen Sebidi, Malicia Garival, Jill Trapler, Kathi Rasmus(?). 

Serious people in the art.  Some of which gave me momentum to carry on and do what I 

was doing. And that was 2001. 

 

 What do you think about the connection of the human structure, as we have a soul maybe or 

something mental and a physical condition, to the Virtual World? In which connection does this 

structure exist to computer games or the phenomenon of social media.  Is there any 

connection? For example when you are living in the forest you have a connection to the 

macrocosm, you are the microcosm and you are really aware of that there is a macrocosm and 

that you are relying to this. But when you are sitting in front of a screen, there is something like 

this kind of border. But a lot of people, millions of people using it now for their emotional state, 

not only for connection, not only for work, they are using it to be in a special mood.  

Yes this thing I don’t understand. Yeah, I don’t understand the computer to the extent that 

I can give the computer a special place. Yes I understand the computer is needed, you can 

use it and I see it as a tool. You know. It is a useful tool. You use it in order to give or to 

gain. But I have problems with the computer and I could not sit half an hour in front of this 

computer without feeling this is not… what I am about. 

I know that the machine is doing quite a lot of things but I can never give the machine this 

kind of etiquette that I would say I invest everything in the machine. Today I still have 

problems. My computer is not working because something I did wrong, either I did it to fast 

or I did it to slow. And I don’t even understand how this happened and I had an assistant 

for a while which really was nice to have but I have problems. The computer is a tool, yes 

which I somehow need to learn a little bit more about. But I don’t think the computer has 

a life in itself. I think we as people we give these kind of consequences to things that we 

have around us and that gives them life in themselves. But they are not alive before we give 

them that. And I feel the same thing with the machine, If you switch it on it’s just a tool. 

 



 

 

But the structure of this games for example, its so mirroring a kind of social structure. Or a kind 

of soul structure 

 

Very clever ans very manipulating. All you have to understand is what is there to gain, who 

makes this game and what to gain out of it . Its always money involved. Somebody wants 

to be payed. Somebody wants to be paid very well. And these games you cannot just 

access them without paying. Yes they reflect a lot of what goes on in reality. But they are 

not real. They become real because we give that… 

 

But for a lot of people they have become real now 

 

Huh  

 

In a special way. Because they have the feelings, the real feelings. Their inner world is totally 

affected by these games.  

 

This is hard for me to…  

 

And you are not affected because you have your real life. 

 

And to a certain extent can do it better and first the memory serves me much better. You 

can find anything on the machine actually, all you have to do is have the right tools and of 

course in the reality memory starts to fail as age happens, certain things change as you 

grow older. The machine is always new. It’s always fresh. It doesn’t respond to age and to 

that kind of normal evaluation that people put their lives through. The machine don’t care 

for those things, so I think its a tool and I want to treat it as a tool and I would never give it 



 

 

that kind of reality that it would keep me out of sleep. Why would play games for 24 

hours.  

 

Can art help to create methods and strategies for a healthy and sustainable life? 

 

Yes, yes it can it depends on…  

 

How ? 

 

Yes when you put art through honest, innocent channels it can do much more for you. Puh 

hard to explain how it can, but I work sometimes with communities which doesn’t know 

how to channel their need or channel what they want simply by knowing what they do (?). 

And of course art creates a space where you can other draw and you can draw 

information in another sense. You know., make it real, make it your own. Start relying on 

the fact that actually the thing that you are trying to do does not necessary need to have 

value in one or the other perspective. First the value is in you and it is in how you channel 

those values. And yes, I think positively art can be a positive thing in our societies but it also 

has the other side immediately. I work in a good professional art scene and all I see is about 

success. People see only the end product they don’t see the journey and the journey is 

often the positive thing. The end product is where you start selling and where you start 

making business and of course you lose that concept of sensitivity because of course the 

thing is forced to sell. But on the other hand art is possible.  

 

And how can we strengthen the human quality of being connected through art?  

 

Day by day   

Step by step 



 

 

 

Yes and all the time almost. Yeah the moment you have something in your head, the 

moment you put want through work, something else happens. I am talking through my 

own experiences you know. I was so naive when I first entered the art scene that 

everything was new to me. I just did not know what to want from it and how to want from 

it and so I had to structure my want. You know what exactly do you want from what you 

are doing? And yes in time you become cleverer it allows you to think differently.  

 

So it was about this intention. You know what it is your intention. 

Yes, first it is not there but than of course I got very involved in an art community: 

Greatmore Studios, AVA, Tupelo workshops  and I started seeing of course in a different 

means that people use art also to enrich their livelihood you know and so I started thinking, 

so there could be a structure as to what you want, as to how you want it and where do 

you start with those wants. It starts again from you. I want to be able to get up at 07:00 a 

clock in the morning and be able to paint for three hours. This is a want. You don’t put it 

into practice it won’t happen. And so my thing is always that possibility and want mixes in 

terms of what I want to do with it for sure. Yeah and I am still struggling to put everything 

into context, word doesn’t always explain it to the right extent. So you have to experience 

certain things and you have to physically get involved, mentally get involved in certain 

things. Yes and want is just an allowance that one has. And I put my want through practice. 

I want to finish a painting in three hours. I want to finish a painting in three month time. Oh 

my goodness.  And than I do not finish in three month time. But I can also dream. It’s also a 

very place in which you can actually dream and you can look quite unconsciously in art 

making you know, specifically when you don’t put the borders there and it’s just ...yeah me 

and art... I would say we somehow met each other. I was uncertain of my journey where it 

would take me and than I somehow found this means to make art, things from my own 

hand. I am still on the journey and we are walking together. The direction is not always 



 

 

clear but the fact that we can...I am more for the fact that one can. Yes I understand results 

and sometimes I have to have them, but I wish I did not have to have all those results.  

But we live in a world that wants to recognise you only in results, recognize you in success, 

recognize you in the things that you do. And than those things have to be somehow 

physically interesting to somebody who wants them. And it’s again want in place. I make a 

painting, I not necessarily want care where it goes but somebody sees it and wants. So this 

energy is.,- yeah it’s quite much more than I simply say it is. Everybody has it to a certain 

extent and it is what you do with it that matters.  

 

Thank you very much  


